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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I . choose the correct answer :
1. A telescope is an instrument which magnifies distant objects for its user. "Magnify" means …...
a) go faster
b) see clearer
c) make larger
d) make better
2. The modern age of space exploration began in 1957, when Russians …........ Sputnik I.
a) launched
b) discovered
c) surrounded
d) populated
3. Any natural body like the moon or an artificial object orbits another object is called a ………..
a) planet
b) satellite
c) star
d) flying saucer
4. Some minerals could be …........ from the moon and sent back to Earth for processing.
a) missed
b) floated
c) melted
d) mined
5. The Apollo spacecrafts …......... 12 humans on the moon between 1967 and 1972.
a) joined
b) issued
c) located
d) landed
6.The early people's …......... of the sky was made without telescopes or other devices.
a) pollution
b) production
c) observation
d) organization
7. The Apollo astronauts did …......... and brought back samples of rock.
a) movements
b) experiments
c) judgments

d) management

8. To save money , some materials needed to build and ………. the base could come from the moon
itself .
a) orbit
b) run
c) release
d) invent
9. Scientists can learn many things by carrying out tests on the …........... from the moon.
a) probes
b) caves
c) robots
d) minerals
10. The launch of the first units of the international space station began a new …………. In space
exploration
a) mission
b) site
c) era
d) device
11. Recently a probe discovered enough ice at the moon ………… .
a) crater
b) feature
c) phase

d) pole

12. A space ….. is a robot vehicle used in order to explore deep space.
a) probe
b) magnifier
c) pole

d) core

13. The development of craft made oceanic ………. Possible.
a) expression
b) exploration
c) presentation

d ) invention

14. In 1957 the Soviet Union ………… the first satellite to orbit the earth .
a) joined
b) trapped
c) launched

d) observed

15. Kofi Annan has been on a …………… to help solve and end Iraq problems .
a) extinction
b) mission
c) prediction
d) construction
16.Two ………… have been placed in orbit round the Earth for the purposes of observation and
research .
a) instruments
b) satellites
c) telescopes
d) devices
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17. Sputnik carried instrument to ….. the density and temperature of the Earth's upper atmosphere.
a) invent
b) melt
c) measure
d) follow
18. The ………. blood had been used to make the injuries look realistic.
a) actual
b) efficient
c) specific

d) artificial

19. Yuri Gagarin was one of the ……….. of space exploration .
a) partners
b) missions
c) employers

d) pioneers

20. Use a magnifier to see the ……… in the picture .
a) phases
b) details

d) occasions

c) issues

II. Fill in the blanks with a suitable word of your own :
21. A ………….. is an instrument that magnify distant objects .
22. A robot vehicle used in order to explore deep space is called a ………….. .
23. A …....... is an area of low land between hills or mountains, often with a river flowing through it.
24. In future man may build a ……….. on the moon in order to use as a research station .
25. The sun and several planets like Earth , Mars , Jupiter , Venus and etc orbiting around it are
called the …………. .
26. …………….. is the use of space travel in order to discover the universe beyond the Earth .

III . Choose the word which doesn't belong to each group :
27. a) Sun
28. a) observe
29. a) cave
30. a) planet
31. a) mass
32 a) mountain

b) Jupiter
b) include
b) device
b) star
b) density
b) crater

c) Venus
c) explore
c) rock
c) vehicle
c) weight
c) instrument

d) Neptune
d) discover
d) valley
d) moon
d) mission
d) valley

IV . Fill in the blanks with the words given :
launched – mysteries – observe – mission – sample – exploration – features – orbiting – vehicles
33. The Caspian Sea is an important center for oil ………… .
34. Your …………….. is to send back information about the enemy's movements .
35. Scientists believe that there are still a lot of ………….. about space.
36. Old ……….. are not allowed to move in big cities since they increase pollution .
37. Satellites ……….. the planet sent back some photographs every few minutes .
38. In 1957 the Soviet Union ………… the first satellite to orbit the earth .
39. Burning less fuels is one the most obvious …………….. of these cars .
40. Telescopes allow people to ……….. objects in space in much greater detail .

V . Write a word for each definition :
41. traveling to or around a place to learn
42. send sb or sth such as a spacecraft into space
43. a small amount of sth to test
44. two opposite ends of the axis
45. a traveler in a spacecraft

(
(
(
(
(

e …………… )
l …………… )
s …………… )
p …………… )
a ……………. )
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VI . Find synonyms and antonyms :
46. device =
47. period =
48. quality =
49. observe =
50. ancient =
51. indicate =
52. magnify =
53. distant =
54. launch =

a) make larger
b) send
c) instrument
d) far
e) show
f) era
g) old
h) see
i) feature

55. natural #
56. near #
57. beyond #
58. land ( v) #
59. dream #
60. thick #

j) within
k) distant
l) reality
m) artificial
n) thin
o) take off

Part C. Grammar test :
I . Choose the best answer :
61. I’ll stop at the theater ………… pick up the tickets which you reserved
a) so that
b) such as
c) whereas

d) in order to

62. Tom went to the library ………… the books he had borrowed
a) returning
b) return
c) to return

d) having returned

63. Shops are willing to cut down the prices ……… attract more customers .
a) in order to
b) so that
c) though
64. We will fax all the information …………… time .
a) in order that to save b) so that I could save
c) so as save

d) because

d) in order to save

65. The dentist moved the light closer to my face ………. he could look into my mouth .
a) for
b) so
c) so as to
d) such
66. Mr Salehi went to London ………. he would continue his education .
a) although
b) however
c) so that

d) while

67. I turned off the radio ………… the children could sleep .
a) so that
b) in order to
c) whether

d) whereas

68. She studies all her lessons carefully …………. get good marks .
a) in order to
b) so that
c) not to

d) so as not to

69. Put the milk in the refrigerator ……………………… .
a) so that it doesn't spoil
b) so as doesn't to spoil
c) in order that it couldn't spoil
d) to spoil it
70. I've come early ………… I can talk to your father .
a) so
b) since

c) in order to

II. Put the words in the right order :
71. the alarm clock – not to – late – I – set – so as – in the morning – get up – .
…............................................................................................................................. .
72. could – in – the library – so that – place – to – he – study – quiet – a – .
John went …...................................................................................................... .
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73. to – launched – Mars – the scientists – about – new space probe – learn more – a – .
…................................................................................................................................ .
74. methods – in – improve – to – farming – we – machinery –need – order – .
…………………………………………………………………………………. .

III. Combine the following sentences using the words in parentheses :
75. Mary turned down the radio . She didn't want to disturb her roommate . ( so as )
76. They exercise regularly . They want to remain healthy . ( in order to )
77. I went to the library . I wanted to borrow some book . ( so that )

IV. Fill in the blanks with so that , to , in order to in the following sentences :
78. She saved her money ………….. buy a new computer .
79. I left home early in the morning …………. I could arrive at the meeting on time .
80. She studied very hard not …………… fail in her exam .
V. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs in the parentheses :
81. I wrote his telephone number in my notebook so as not …………….. it . ( forget )
82. My brother left his office early …………… the train . ( not miss )
83. He turned on the television in order to …………. the football match . ( watch )
84. She usually wears dark glasses ……….. her eyes against the sunshine . ( protect )

Part D. Reading Comprehension test :
I . Mini comprehension : choose the correct answer :
85. Some minerals could be mined from the moon and sent back to the earth for processing . In other
words , …………………… .
a) there are some miners on the moon
b) processing minerals can't be done on the moon
c) the moon has more minerals than the earth
d) minerals haven't been found on the moon
86. Thousands of years ago , people observed the night sky and could see the phases of the moon ,
some of its large features and some of the planets and stars without telescope or other devices . It
means that …………….. .
a) before the telescope was invented , people knew nothing about the moon
b) the early people could observe distant objects in space in much greater details
c) without telescopes or other devices people couldn’t see anything in space
d) the early observations of the space were made without any devices
87. Sputnik 1 Which was the first artificial satellite was launched by the former Soviet Union in 1957
began the modern age of space exploration . According to this sentence we know that ……… .
a) The Soviet Union could send its own natural satellite to space in 1957
b) By launching Sputnik 1 , the modern age of space exploration started .
c) A new era in space exploration began in the 19th century .
d) Space exploration made progress a lot in the earlier half of the 20th century .
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88. Today's scientists use telescopes , satellites , and space probes to better understand …………. .
a) the solar system and what is beyond
c) the international space station

b) a history of space exploration
d) space organizations and spacecrafts

89. People may one day build a base on the moon to live and use it as a research station . It means that
…………….. .
a) men has already built a base on the moon
b) a base on the moon may be built in future
c) a research station was used as a place for living
d) men have had many plans to build bases on the moon so far
II. Read the following sentences and match them with one of the headings :
a. The reason for his blindness
b. Braille's system
c. The price and type of his book
d. His father's job
e. The use of his invention
f. the place of his grave
90. ….. Braille's father had a small business . He made shoes and other things like bags.
91. ….. When Braille was three years old , he was cutting something with a sharp knife . Suddenly the
knife hit him in the eye.
92. ….... Louis Braille invented a way for blind people; to communicate.
93. …… There are 63 possible arrangement of the dots in the Braille system . Each arrangement
stands for some things.
94. ….... When he died in 1852, he was buried in the Pantheon which is a special cemetery in Paris.
95. ….... Braille's books are expensive to make. They must be on special paper which is large.

III. Cloze test :
1. Fill in the blanks with the best choice :
When the Apollo II astronauts went to the moon in 1969, they had to use …67… with three rockets
because one rocket could not …97… enough fuel .When they were near the moon, the …98… had to
get into a smaller spacecraft, the Eagle to land there. When they ….99… on the moon, they found a
strange …100… . There was no air, so they had to carry oxygen with them. At the end of the
…101… they had to go back to the Apollo II in the Eagle.
96. a) probes
97. a) discover
98. a) astronauts
99. a) focused
100. a) world
101. a) missionary

b) airplanes
b) carry
b) apprentices
b) leant
b) community
b) journey

c) launches
c) mine
c) unions
c) landed
c) society
c) travel

d) spacecraft
d) compute
d) officials
d) emphasized
d) country
d) mission

2. Fill in the blanks with the words from the list below . There's one extra word :
experiments – missions – helped – launched – samples – programs – exploration
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The united States has ……102…… some satellites to space . One of the best – known American space
……103….. was project Apollo . The Apollo ……104…… landed 12 humans on the moon between
1967 and 1972 . These astronauts did ……105…… and brought back ……106…… of rock . Their
work ……107…… scientists learn more about the moon .
3. Fill in the blanks with the best choice :
Thousands of years ago, people observed the night sky and ……108…….. their observations in cave
paintings and rock art . These …..109…… observations were made without telescopes or other
…110….. . The only things early people could see were the …..111…… of the moon and some of the
moon's larger …..112……. They could also see some of the planets and many stars. Then, about 400
years ago, the telescope was …..113……. . It allowed people to observe objects in space in much
greater detail .
108. a) magnified
109. a) daily
110. a) graphics
111. a) phases
112. a) bases
113. a) launched

b) carried
b) early
b) stations
b) objects
b) missions
b) invented

c) recorded
c) easy
c) vehicles
c) probes
c) features
c) discovered

d) attached
d) funny
d) devices
d) methods
d) samples
d) repaired

IV. Read the passage and choose the best answer :
The average woman in England earns less than the average man. She is usually employed in a lowerpaid job and she doesn't have the same salary. She isn't promoted as often as the average man, and
she isn't offered the same training.
In addition, most women are not educated for a job. At university, there is a high percentage of
women studying subjects like languages and literature (68%). But in engineering, technology and
medicine the number is only 7%. Women are not interested in mathematics, either.
Education is the only career subject with a high percentage of women. Teaching is a job which a lot of
women choose. But teachers are not paid very highly and men are usually offered the best posts.
114. In England , women usually earn ….........................
a) more than men
b) less than men
c) a large amount of money

d) nothing at all

115. In which field of study women are studying more at university?
a) Mathematics b) Engineering and Technology
c) Medicine
d) Languages and Literature
116. According to the passage , in England ….................. .
a) women work harder than men
b) women and men are not treated the same
c) women are richer that the men
d) women are usually poor
True or False
117. In England, a large number of women are not educated for a job.
a. True b. False
118 Teachers are paid very much in England .
a. True b. False
119. The passage tells us that good posts are offered to women .
a. True b. False
120. According to the passage, many teachers are women .
a. True b. False
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